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How Kate is preparing for a natural birth with
Palace yoga sessions... PLUS our expert brings
YOU the pregnancy workout the Duchess can't
do without
By Daily Mail Reporter
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The Duchess of Cambridge is due to give birth any day now - and sources have revealed that she has
been preparing for the big day with private pregnancy yoga sessions.

Keen on the idea of a natural birth, the duchess has been reported to have looked into hypnobirthing too -
a method that assists mothers to give birth naturally using visualisation and breathing techniques.

Private yoga sessions are said to be helping Kate with remaining strong both physically and mentally - and
assisting her with methods that will alleviate pain and help her cope during labour.

Here, one of Britain's leading yoga expert outlines the ideal yoga poses to help during pregnancy - advice
that could also come in handy for Zara Phillips, who has just announced she is also pregnant.
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Prince William plans to play in a charity polo match on Sunday, scotching rumours of an
early arrival for the eagerly-anticipated royal baby. The Prince and his wife Catherine, are

pictured last month

'A few years ago if you were wealthy and busy you would have worked with a personal trainer but that’s all
changed,’  says  James  Muthana,  founder  of  YogaAt.com,  which  organises  private  yoga  and  Pilates
sessions for celebrities, athletes and busy professionals.

'People want a more holistic approach to health and wellbeing that is not just about pumping iron and
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These poses and exercises can be practiced at home but you should consult your doctor first. It is
always advisable to work under the guidance of a qualified instructor esp. if you have a history of
injuries and illness.

Could yoga help calm Kate for hypno-birth?

The Duchess of Cambridge is reportedly considering hypnosis to deal with the pain of childbirth.

A hypno-birth would mean that her labour pains are lessened without using drugs, and Kate has reportedly
been reading up on it and listening to CDs after researching various birthing methods.

Advocates say it helps women use their mind to seize control of the birthing process and learn techniques
that allow the production of oxytocin, a pain relieving hormone which stimulates the uterus.

THE BEST YOGA EXERCISES FOR PREGNANT WOMEN

James says: ‘Discovering you are pregnant is an exciting time, but is can also be a confusing one as
women agonise about what they can and cannot do. 

'Most women want to stay healthy but at the same time they naturally don’t want to do anything that might
endanger the health of their unborn child, and are often fearful of doing any strenuous exercise.

'Most yoga practitioners adapt their practice during pregnancy – avoiding anything that squeezes or twists
the torso. 

'It’s also good to increase the number of back stretches you include in your practice during this time as
your back is being put under pressure by your growing baby’.

Nicky McGinty - pregnancy yoga specialist at YogaAt.com - recommends the following exercises to

treadmills but also about taking time to slow down and switch off.

And the great thing about having a private class is that it’s exactly tailored to you and your body’s specific
needs.'

Zara Phillips and Mike Tindall, who are expecting a child, pictured watching the
Wimbledon final
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pregnant women.

SQUATS

Stand tall with a block underneath each heel and under your buttocks. Your feet should be shoulder width
apart. Lengthen the coccyx down to the floor.

Inhale and circle the arms out to the side and up above the head. Bring the hands into a prayer position
above the head. Keep the shoulders dropped at all times.

Exhale and bend the knees to lower the bottom.

Keep your knees wide to allow space for your baby.

Inhale in this position and relax.

Flow your hands down, exhale and lengthen the legs, allow the back to hang forwards over the legs in a
forward bend - lengthening the hamstrings gently. 

Inhale and roll up the spine to standing - stacking each vertebra on top of the other as you go. Repeat 10
times.

Nicky says: ‘Squatting or kneeling in positions where the pelvis is at its widest are ancient and natural
positions for women the world over to practice for a good birthing position. They can help the pelvis to
open by 30-40 per cent. They condition the thighs and lengthen the hamstrings and spine.
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CAT POSE (MARJARIASANA)
Come to all fours; knees wide and aligned under your hips and wrists under your shoulders. 
Extend your elbows and send them back to point at your hipbones, press your inner biceps forward.
Distribute the weight evenly, create a straight back, drop the chin and make sure the crown of the head is
in line with your tailbone. Inhale and look up, gently arch in the back like a cat.
Exhale and curve the back upwards, lowering your head with your chin pointing towards your chest.
Contract the buttocks and push the hips forward, curving the spine in a convex manner.
Repeat 10 times

Nicky says: This pose is wonderful for alleviating back pain. It creates space in the womb for the baby and
lengthens the mother’s torso. It improves the flexibility of the shoulders, neck and spine. It tones the
reproductive system, strengthens the wrists and upper arms and creates energy in the pelvis.

BUTTERFLY POSE (BHADRASANA)

Sit in an upright position on your yoga mat, with your head directly over your pelvis.

Most yoga practitioners adapt their practice avoiding anything that squeezes or twists
the torso
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Bring the soles of the feet together and form a loose diamond shape with your bent knees. 

If the back remains straight place the thumb and forefinger around the big toes or hold the ankles. If the
back is curving prop up your body against a wall or place your arms extended behind you. Breathing slowly
with each inhale settle and clear the mind and with each exhalation let go and soften in the hips.

Try not to bounce or flap the knees down but rather breathe the words ‘Let Go’ into your hips. 
Visualise your baby inside you sitting back to your belly, chin to chest and head bowed and lower your chin
slightly, bowing down to your baby. Hold this meditative pose for two minutes or as long as is comfortable.
This position can be done kneeling on a cushion if the hips are sore.

Nicky says: This pose lengthens and softens the ligaments of the inside thighs and allows the mind to
relax and meditate, creating emotional balance and physical equilibrium. It releases hypertension and
allows for a gradual integration of the self and connection of the mother with her baby. This posture also
helps to prepare the ligaments for delivery.

Both the Duchess of Cornwall and Countess of Wessex put their svelte new
looks down to private yoga and Pilates classes too...

James and his instructors advise on the ideal exercises for Sophie - in her forties - and Camilla - in
her sixties.

THE CAMILLA WORKOUT: The best Pilates exercises for women in their 60s

James says: ‘Pilates is a wonderful low-impact way of maintaining physical fitness at any age, but once
you get into your fifties it’s practically essential.

'It’s ideal for people with joint and bone problems as it is a low impact, supported activity.

Osteoporosis and arthritis are common problems among people in their 60’s and the general rule for

It's ideal for people with joint and bone problems as it is a low impact, supported activity
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people in this age group is ‘use it or lose it.’

'Muscle groups need to be strengthened and mobilized. Postural issues in this age group are more
pronounced and can also lead to respiratory issues. My advice to anyone in this age group is always to
take up Pilates as soon as possible. Your body will thank you.’

Kirsti Whitlocke - Head of Pilates at YogaAt.com recommends the following exercises to women in this age
group.

HIP CIRCLES

Lie on your right side, legs out straight and long and put your head on your right arm.
Place your left hand in front of you on the floor for support.

Try to keep the right side of your waist lifted to keep your hipbones in line with each other as you lift your
left leg up to hip height. Stretch the leg out as you circle slowly up to eight times in each direction, keeping
the leg straight, pelvis still and the hips level; breathe normally throughout the movement. Repeat on the
other side.

Kirsti says: 'Hip circles are a great way to isolate and move the hip joints while protecting your spine.'

PELVIC TILTS

Lie on your back with the knees bent and the soles of the feet on the floor.
On an exhale, gently rock your hips towards your face. 

Your backside will not actually leave the floor, but you will feel your lower back press into the floor. After a
few seconds, inhale and return to your neutral position. Repeat 10 times.

Kirsti says: Pelvic tilts help to keep the lower spine mobilised and are a good way of avoiding lower back
pain.

As we enter our 40s we tend to bend forward a little and shoulders tend to come forward.
Muscles shorten
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THE SOPHIE WORKOUT: The best Pilates exercises for women in their 40s

James says: ‘As women enter their 40s gravity begins to take its toll. Years of sitting at a desk, driving a
car and picking up children all add up, and to continue doing activities effortlessly requires constant work.

'People at this age tend to bend forward a little and shoulders tend to come forward. The muscles at the
front of the body tend to shorten while those at the back tend to weaken. The body loses its natural
balance and work is required to keep the spine safe and supported.’

Kirsti Whitlocke recommends the following exercises to women in this age group.

SHOULDER BRIDGE

To do shoulder bridge lie on your back in neutral spine, with your knees bent and feet on the floor. Your
legs must be hip distance apart and parallel. Extend your arms along your sides. Press the backs of your
arms into the mat.

As you inhale press down through your feet to lengthen your spine and press your hips up. Come to a
bridge position on your shoulders with your knees, hips and shoulders in one line.
Your abdominal muscles and hamstrings should be engaged.

Pause at the top of the bridge. Roll down through your spine to return to your starting position. Repeat 10
times

Kirsti says: This is a great exercise to strengthen the back of your legs and to open up the front of your
hips.

ROLL UPS

To do a Pilates roll up lie back with legs straight and arms extended above head next to your ears. Keep
you arms straight and gradually bring them forward while keeping your chin tilted down. Slowly curl up the
upper body, reaching hands to toes. Repeat 10 times.

Kirsti says: Roll ups strengthen your abdominal muscles and support your spine.

Spine stretches: To do a Pilates spine stretch sit up tall with your legs straight and spread a little wider than
the width of your hips. As you inhale sit up as tall as you can from the base of your spine. Flex your feet
and reach through your heels to engage your leg muscles. Your arms should be shoulder width apart and
straight ahead, with your palms facing down. 

As you exhale round your back, starting by scooping out your low belly, then pulling the ribs in, and finally
rounding your neck and head forward. 

As you inhale again stack up your spine, bone by bone and exhale as you return to your starting position.
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I have given birth to two babies. And it's horrendously painful. All the "natural childbirth is best" stuff goes out of the window
when that pain hits. As a wise friend said to me as I prepared for my first birth "would you have an operation with no pain
relief?"! No, so why do it with childbirth?" She was absolutely right.

- Belinda , faversham UK, 11/7/2013 09:23

Click to rate     Rating   (0)
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I use YogaAt.com and it has made an enormous difference to my life and well-being. I feel, and my friends say I look, much
healthier, and that my shape has changed to my great benefit. I wish that when I had my children, many years ago, that yoga
had been available as I am certain that it would have helped and made the whole experience more enjoyable and fulfilling.
James and the whole team at YogaAt are exceptional.

- yogadevotee , Maidstone, United Kingdom, 11/7/2013 07:20
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Ohhh she¿ll regret that but oh well. Miss Social Climber must pay ? Anyone but a fool could know an epidural won¿t harm a
baby and will let you have a pain-free birth, yet you still can¿t escape feeling the bad pressure of contractions. And the doctor
will cut you to prevent you from ripping. Imagine how YOGA and , ?! breathing will help with that when it happens ? Yeah, like
¿right¿. Birth feels like an elephant standing on your abdomen, with a butcher knife already in it. Middleton is too hopeful.

- Barbara , LONDON, United Kingdom, 11/7/2013 06:53
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Don't worry Kate.. once you start feeling those contractions you'll totally forget about all this yoga nonsense.

- TomasAndresan , Toronto, Canada, 11/7/2013 04:52

Click to rate     Rating   18
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LOL really? Nobody knows what their birth plans are. Sources? Another really. No close sources would every reveal anything
because they wouldn't know anything. I am sure she is sick to death of the never ending speculations, and hopefully she doesn't
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read any news. This is their baby, not the DM's. I would go elsewhere and have my baby if I was them. Way, way way, out of the
UK

- Ashley , USA, 11/7/2013 04:46
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It's all well and good wanting a natural birth, but when labour pains are coming thick and fast it's a different story, I needed a lot
of help having my 10lb boy, I had gas and air, and meptid, and it still hurt like hell. Just do what feels right for you, the main thing
is having a healthy mum and baby!

- MrsWoman , Lancashire, United Kingdom, 11/7/2013 03:14
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All sounds good in theory. Those NCT "gurus" must be having a field day. I too planned for an idyllic natural birth complete with
a water pool, low lighting and if NCT had won, whale song and incense. When it came to it, I couldn't get my hands on an
epidural fast enough and in addition to being drugged up to the nines, had an episiotomy and ventouse delivery. My son is
happy, healthy and none the wiser but had it not been for medical intervention, perhaps he or I might not be here today.

- escapedtheratrace , Mandeville, Jamaica, 11/7/2013 01:31
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Sorry. I think this is BS. Labor hurts. You go in with good intentions, but nothing prepares you. I had two long labors . Two painful
labors . My second I started begging for drugs as soon as we hit the hospital door. I compare it to a magician's trick gone
wrong... Being sawn in half alive!

- betty , Dallas , Tx, 11/7/2013 01:22
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If she couldn't even cope with morning sickness I don't know how she plans to have a natural birth! She'll be screaming from the
rooftop and I can't imagine such a lazy person pushing..........

- What the fourex , london, United Kingdom, 11/7/2013 00:32
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Is it the Duchess having this baby or the DM, I'm not quite sure.....

- June , Canvey Essex, 11/7/2013 00:18
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